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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: The Epic Touch Capital Projects Fund proposal seeks to expand their existing fiber network in Liberal, Kansas. This new build would pass more than 4,700 structures and when completed would make high speed fiber-to-the-premises available for more than 95% of the homes and businesses in Liberal, Kansas. 

Epic Touch and its contractors will install buried fiber throughout the alley network of Liberal in order to reduce interference with uilities and to shorten the length of drops to homes. This fiber network will ensure that every exisiting structure within the parameters of this build will have access to the industry's best: buried Fiber-to-the-Premises.
	2: Epic Touch plans to connect more than 500 unserved and underserved Census tracts in Liberal, Kansas. This build would expand to their exisiting infrastructure and fiber builds that were established through company investment and the Broadband Acceleration Grants. 

Community and business partners include both the City of Liberal and Seward County, as well as support from the Seward County Community College Foundation, Southwest Medical Center, the Seward County Development Corporation, local school districts, businesses, and private citizens.



	3: While Epic Touch will pass nearly 2,000 structures by the end of their Broadband Acceleration Grant Year Two build, this still leaves a significant portion of the community without access to the most reliable and affordable fiber. More than 120 surveys of residents in this proposed build provided feedback on the struggles these families and businesses face. Slow lag times, intermittent service, frustrating customer support, and high costs were just a few of the complaints the respondents had about their exiting providers. Additionally, Seward Couny and the City of Liberal have a large population of economically disadvantaged individuals and families. One such tracker--the Social Vulnerability Index--identifies Seward County as having the highest SVI in the state. These families need the best avaialble broadband service in order to combat these hardships.
	4: Liberal is a community of nearly 20,000. This build would pass 4,470 houses and 282 anchor institutions including healthcare providers, schools, municipal buildings, and businesses. In order to reach all of these neighborhoods, more than 244,000 feet of buried fiber will be installed. 

Epic Touch utilizes the Calix AXOS platform. The AXOS platform delivers dramatically simplified operations that enable CSPs to ensure their access networks are Always On. By targeting a single software module for upgrade, AXOS enables the rest of the network to continue running uninterrupted. Calix AXOS is the only software access platform with a portfolio of systems that will power networks built on all PON technologies--GPON, XGS-PON, 10G EPON, and NG-PON2.
	5: Short-term investment benefits include a boost to the local economy through contract laborers and their associated impact on the local economy. A build of this scale will require a significant number of trained individuals who will make Liberal their home for the next two years. Long-term benefits are two-fold. First, our community will be fully connected to a buried fiber network. This investment ensures that the technology can adapt, the materials are protected, and the economy can diversify. Second, the state can shift its support efforts to another community and/or region because Liberal will have fiber infrastructure throughout town! This regional hub–home to National Beef Packing, Conestoga Energy, DCP Midstream, KBK Industries, and others–has a long history of innovation in the state. Completing a fiber build in Liberal creates the opportunity for this community and its residents to participate more effectively in the digital economy.


